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Abstract4

The impact of microhydration on the electronic structure and reactivity of the H3O5

moiety is investigated by ab initio calculations. In the gas phase, H3O is a radical with spin6

density localized on its hydrogen end, which is only kinetically stable and readily decomposes7

into a water molecule and a hydrogen atom. When solvated by a single water molecule, H3O8

preserves to a large extent its radical character, however, two water molecules are already9

capable to shift most of the spin density to the solvent. With three solvating water molecules10

this shift is practically completed and the system is best described as a solvent-separated11

pair of a hydronium cation and a hydrated electron. The electronic structure of this system12

and its proton transfer reactivity leading to formation of a hydrogen atom already resemble13

those of a proton-electron pair in bulk water.14
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1 Introduction15

The strength of hydrogen bonding interactions between polar or ionic solutes and the solvating16

water molecules depends on the polarity and/or charge density of the dissolved species. From17

this perspective, a rather complex situation can occur when the electronic structure of the18

solute changes significantly upon hydration. In general, the highly polar water molecules tend19

to induce an increase in the polarity of the solute whenever its structure is sufficiently flexible20

to allow for such a change. An interesting example of such a shift in electronic structure upon21

hydration is the H3O radical, which has been suggested to be one of the key species involved22

in radiation chemistry processes in water.1–6 This is a well-justified suggestion, but needs some23

clarification concerning the exact nature of this radical when interacting with water molecules.24

It was shown that in water a ground state radical with spin density localized at the H3O moiety25

does not exist.3,6,7 Instead, this species acquires the form of a solvent-separated H3O
+ · · · e−26

pair, which raises the question whether it is actually adequate to call it an H3O radical when27

dissolved in water. A solvent-separated H3O
+ · · · e− pair is only kinetically stable, rapidly28

forming a hydrogen atom.3,7 The proton-electron reaction is one of the fundamental processes29

in radiation chemistry of water.8 It was shown both experimentally9,10 and computationally7
30

that this reaction is not diffusion limited, exactly because of the formation of the solvent-31

separated H3O
+ · · · e− pair, and that it proceeds as proton transfer rather than electron transfer.32

Moreover, calculations did not point to a localized H3O radical as a reactive intermediate during33

this process.7 In other words, the rate-limiting process of the reaction is not the proton-electron34

recombination step but rather the deformation of the immediate solvent shell of the hydrated35

electron induced by the presence of the excess proton.736

For the gas phase radical the spin density must be localized on the H3O moiety simply37

because there is no solvent to pass it to. Additionally, previous calculations showed that already38

3 water molecules are sufficient to completely transfer the spin density from the H3O to the39

solvent.3,6,11 From this perspective it is of interest to explore the process of microhydration of40

H3O. In the present study we investigate using ab initio quantum chemical methods clusters41

containing H3O with up to 3 water molecules focusing on two mutually interconnected issues.42

The first one involves the gradual loss of the localized radical character of H3O upon adding the43

first, second, and third water molecule. The second one concerns the reactivity leading to the44

loss of a hydrogen atom, either directly from the original H3O moiety or indirectly via proton45

transfer to a water molecule involved in solvating the highly mobile excess electron.46
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2 Methods47

We performed geometry optimizations and minimum energy path (MEP) calculations for differ-48

ently sized H3O(H2O)n clusters, with n = 0–3. For the main part of the results, the electronic49

structure was calculated using the Møller-Plesset perturbation theory in the resolution of iden-50

tity approximation (RI-MP2) in its spin-unrestricted formulation using Dunning’s correlation-51

consistent triple-ζ split valence basis set augmented with diffuse functions (aug-cc-pVTZ)12.52

The Turbomole13 program package was used for all RI-MP2 calculations.53

Geometry optimizations, relaxed scans of the potential energy surface (PES), and nudged54

elastic band (NEB)14 calculations were performed using the above electronic structure method.55

Geometries of the local minima of the clusters were optimized with the Broyden-Fletcher-56

Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm.15–18 MEPs for hydrogen abstraction from the clusters with57

n=0, 1, 2 were obtained as relaxed PES scans, where the individual structures were optimized58

using the FIRE algorithm19. NEB calculations calculations were performed for the clusters with59

two (16 images) and three (32 images) water molecules. A climbing image was used to ensure60

that one of the images is the transition state.20 The FIRE algorithm was used for the opti-61

mization of the band. In the NEB method, a series of replicas of the system lying between the62

reactant and product states is connected atom-by-atom using harmonic bonds. Further, forces63

from the additional harmonic bonds perpendicular to the direction of the band are removed,64

preventing the band from “cutting corners”. All the replicas are optimized simultaneously under65

the influence of both normal forces and forces from the harmonic bonds. The endpoints of the66

NEB were two local minima — one structure with the hydronium cation and the hydrated elec-67

tron separated by solvent molecules and another with a hydrogen atom bound non-covalently68

to a relaxed cluster of two or three water molecules. Initial positions of the intermediate images69

were taken from the converged DFT calculations (see below). All these optimizations were per-70

formed using the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE)21. Its interface to Turbomole was71

modified to enable RI-MP2 calculations.72

To check the effect of additional dynamic correlation we also performed CCSD(T) calcula-73

tions employing the same aug-cc-pVTZ basis set on top of the RI-MP2 geometries of the hydro-74

gen abstraction path in H3O. The CCSD(T) calculations were carried out using the NWChem75

program package.2276

In addition, benchmark calculations were performed using energies and forces obtained with77

density functional theory (DFT). We used the Becke, Lee, Yang and Parr (BLYP) exchange-78

correlation functional23,24 with additional, pairwise additive London terms effectively accounting79

for dispersion effects.25 We employed the scaled self-interaction correction (SIC) applied only80

to the singly-occupied orbital in a restricted open-shell calculation.26 The scaling parameters81
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used were a=0.3 and b=0.2, as previously parametrized for the proton-electron reaction in a82

cluster of 32 water molecules7. Other values were used as well for comparison purposes. A83

hybrid Gaussians and plane waves (GPW) scheme was used, where the Kohn-Sham orbitals are84

represented as a linear combination of Gaussian basis functions, while the electronic density is85

represented in a plane-wave basis. In this work, a molecularly optimized generally contracted86

triple-ζ basis set with two additional polarization functions (molopt-TZV2P) was used as the87

atom-centered Gaussian basis set27, possibly extended by a grid of Gaussian functions denoted88

as ggg.7,28 The plane-wave cutoff for the density was set to 280 Ry and the Goedecker-Teter-89

Hutter norm-conserving pseudopotentials were employed.29 A wavelet-based Poisson solver was90

used for correct treatment of electrostatics in open boundary conditions.30 Although BLYP is91

generally not as accurate as MP2, this setup, once benchmarked properly, can be applied to92

much larger cluster systems as well as condensed phase problems.793

This electronic structure setup was used for NEB calculations of hydrogen abstraction from94

clusters with two and three water molecules. Improved tangent estimates31 were used for better95

stability and a climbing image20 was used to obtain the transition state. The band was optimized96

using molecular dynamics with the projected velocity Verlet modification of the propagator.3297

This propagator works in the same way as the original one used for molecular dynamics, but98

in addition, the relative direction of velocities and forces is checked in each step using a dot99

product. If the direction is opposite, velocities are set to zero. The endpoints of the NEB100

were prepared the same way as in the RI-MP2 setup. Initial conditions for the intermediate101

images were created by linear interpolation between the endpoints and one configuration in the102

vicinity of the transition state taken from a relaxed PES scan. All DFT-based calculations were103

performed with the CP2K program suite and its Quickstep module.33104

3 Results and Discussion105

First, we focus on consequences of microhydration of the central H3O moiety for its electronic106

strcuture. To this end we performed geometry optimizations of the H3O(H2O)n clusters with n107

= 0–3, leading to the structures shown in Fig. 1. Starting geometry of the largest H3O(H2O)3108

cluster was taken from ref. 2, while for H3O(H2O)n with n=0, 1, 2 they were obtained by109

sequentially removing water molecules from the H3O(H2O)3 cluster. These optimization yielded110

structures (A), (C), (D), and (E). Except for structure (D), these were previously reported111

as the local minima lowest in energy with the constraint of preserving the hydronium species112

intact (i.e., non-dissociating).11 Note that structure (D) is 0.19 eV higher than the lowest local113

minimum with a preserved hydronium geometry for that system (which has a central water114
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molecule with H3O on one side and H2O on the other)11. In addition, we separately constructed115

and optimized a previously unnoticed structure (B), which has a water molecule donating rather116

than accepting a hydrogen bond, and which is about 0.30 eV higher in energy than structure117

(C).118

Fig. 1 provides also graphical information on the electronic structure in terms of the unpaired119

spin density for each system. In isolated H3O, the spin density of the system is localized on the120

hydrogen atoms and, to a lesser extent, also on the oxygen of the H3O radical. The vertical121

ionization potential (VIP) of the isolated H3O radical amounts to 5.88 eV (Tab. 1). Comparing122

the two structures with a single solvating water molecule, one can clearly see the difference123

between hydronium accepting a hydrogen bond from a water molecule and that donating a124

hydrogen bond to a water molecule. In the former case, hydronium remains practically intact125

as a spin-localized H3O radical with only a slightly reduced VIP of 5.65 eV (structure (B) in126

Fig. 1 and Tab. 1). In the latter case, however, the spin density distorts (structure (C) in127

Fig. 1), leading to a significant reduction of the VIP to 4.56 eV (Tab. 1). Just as the first water128

molecule, the second and the third one also prefer to attach to the hydrogen side of the H3O129

species (Fig. 1). In the process of increasing the number of solvent molecules in the cluster,130

the spin density further leaks away from H3O and localizes near the dangling hydrogens of the131

water molecules. Already for two added water molecules, there is very little spin density left on132

the original H3O radical (structure (D) in Fig. 1) and, consequently, the VIP further drops to133

4.11 eV (Tab. 1). For three water molecules hydrating H3O, the spin transfer to the solvent is134

practically completed. Hence, the hydronium loses its radical character and becomes a cation,135

donating hydrogen bonds to the surrounding water molecules. The excess electron localizes on136

the opposite side of the cluster between the free OH bonds. Thanks to the stabilization by the137

dangling water hydrogens, as well as by the presence of the H3O
+ cation, the excess electron138

in the cluster with three water molecules already qualitatively resembles in its size and binding139

energy (4.09 eV) a bulk hydrated electron.140

The gradual shift from an H3O radical toward a solvent-separated H3O
+ · · · e− pair affects141

also the reactivity of this species, as demonstrated on the minimum energy paths for the dissoci-142

ation of H3O(H2O)n to (H2O)n+1 +H. The isolated H3O radical can only dissociate by breaking143

one of its OH bonds. The energy profile of this process, obtained from a relaxed PES scan, is144

depicted in Fig. 2. In order to validate the employed RI-MP2 method, we compare it to CASPT2145

calculations with a comparable basis set, taken from ref. 2, and, for comparison, we also present146

UHF results. Note that the CASPT2 method accounts for both static and dynamic correlation,147

while RI-MP2 essentially only for the latter. The bond lengths reported at the minimum are148

1.01 Å with RI-MP2 and 0.98 Å for CASPT2. At the transition state the OH bonds are 1.2149
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and 1.19 Å and the barrier heights 0.11 and 0.13 eV, respectively. Also shown in Fig. 2 are150

CCSD(T) energies (red) calculated for the geometries obtained from the RI-MP2 relaxed scan.151

The close match in geometries and relative energies between CASPT2 and RI-MP2, as well as152

the non-negligible mismatch with the UHF results illustrates that for the cleavage of an OH153

bond of the H3O radical, it is dynamic correlation that primarily needs to be accounted for. On154

the basis of the very good match between CCSD(T) and RI-MP2, especially in the transition155

state region, we can conclude that RI-MP2 is fully sufficient in describing the correlation effects156

in our systems. This conclusion has also been verified in previous studies for isolated H3O, as157

well for the H3O(H2O)3 cluster1,34 and is in agreement with the observation that “the ground158

state of the hydronium radical is dominated by a single reference”.1 SIC-DFT (a=0.3, b=0.2)159

with molop-TZV2P+ggg basis underestimates the barrier of the reaction (0.03 eV) in contrast160

to RI-MP2 or CCSD(T).161

By adding one water molecule that donates a hydrogen bond to H3O the formation of a162

hydrogen atom is only favourable via the dissociation of an OH bond of the H3O radical (Fig. 3).163

The energetics of the dissociation are essentially the same as for the isolated H3O radical. The164

minimum is located at OH bond length of 1.02 Å, the maximum at 1.18 Å and the barrier165

height is 0.08 eV. In contrast, dissociation of an OH bond of the water molecule donating a166

hydrogen bond to the H3O radical proceeds only over a high barrier of 5.22 eV until the whole167

cluster undergoes rearrangements to form an H2O dimer and a hydrogen atom. In the cluster168

with the H3O radical donating a hydrogen bond to a water molecule, there are two practically169

identical low-barrier (∼0.1 eV) pathways leading again to the formation of a hydrogen and a170

water dimer (Fig. 4). We can conclude that in both H3O(H2O) clusters the lowest reaction171

paths are analogous to that in the H3O radical.172

For clusters containing more than one water molecule, the OH bond dissociation at the H3O173

moiety is not favorable. In the H3O(H2O)2 cluster, only one hydrogen of the H3O does not174

form a hydrogen bond to a water molecule. For dissociation of the corresponding OH bond a175

barrier of about 0.22 eV has to be overcome, which is mainly due to necessary rearrangements176

of the cluster. The favorable process is, however, the dissociation of a water OH bond, which177

proceeds over a small (<0.1 eV) barrier connected with the proton transfer from H3O to the178

water molecule. The almost simultaneous cleavage of the water OH bond which has the hydrogen179

atom penetrating into the excess electron density is practically barrierless. In contrast, the other180

water OH bond does not break so easily, since the cluster needs to rearrange first with respect181

to the excess electron. In these cases, the reaction proceeds via structures which have a highly182

distorted, but compact excess electron.183

A simple bond distance is not the best choice of a reaction coordinate for hydrogen abstrac-184
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tion reactions in clusters with more than one water molecule since it does not capture very well185

collective motion — relaxation of the whole cluster or coordinated transfer of two protons. One186

demonstration of this problem is the lack of smoothness in the reaction profiles presented in187

Fig. 5. In order to obtain the intrinsic reaction coordinate of these more difficult reactions, we188

performed calculations using the NEB method.14189

For hydrogen abstraction from the H3O(H2O)2 cluster, a total of 16 NEB images were used190

to obtain the MEP. Specifically, the OH bond to be dissociated corresponds to the green curve in191

Fig. 5. This choice corresponds to the OH bond that most significantly points into the electronic192

cloud of the excess electron. It was motivated by the fact that it shows the lowest barrier in193

the relaxed PES scans presented above and is, therefore, decisive for the stability of this cluster.194

RI-MP2 energies along the resulting MEP are shown in the top panel of Fig. 6 together with195

snapshots of selected configurations. In contrast with the case of the relaxed scan, the MEP196

obtained using NEB is smooth in energies and geometries. Moreover, as the climbing image197

extension of the NEB method was used, one of the replicas is in the transition state, which gives198

a good estimate of the barrier height. The barrier is negligible (5 meV) and would be practically199

non-existent if quantum nuclear effects were taken into account. The bottom panel of Fig. 6200

shows relevant distances between atoms taking part in the reaction as a function of the reaction201

coordinate. The largest rate of change of all of these coordinates can be seen in the vicinity of202

the transition state.203

The MEP for hydrogen abstraction from the H3O(H2O)3 cluster was evaluated in two steps.204

First, a rough estimate of the reaction path was calculated using 8 images. These were then205

used as a basis for interpolation to a total of 32 images, which were again optimized using NEB.206

One of the three equivalent OH bonds pointing into the electronic cloud of the excess electron207

was chosen as that to be dissociated. These NEB calculations were performed using SIC-DFT.208

The resulting geometries plus independently optimized end points were used in a second NEB209

calculation with RI-MP2. DFT and RI-MP2 energies along the resulting MEPs are shown in210

the top panel of Fig. 7 together with snapshots of selected configurations. It is notable that the211

MEPs of the H3O(H2O)3 dissociation with SIC-DFT and RI-MP2 are now much closer to each212

other in energy compared to those of the dissociation of the bare H3O moiety. DFT performs well213

in the reaction region and for the barrier height, while slightly overstabilizing the products. The214

improved performance of DFT upon increasing the cluster size (and thus enhancing hydrogen215

bonding interactions) indicates applicability of this method for large clusters and the condensed216

phase. The bottom panel of Fig. 7 shows distances between atoms, defined the same way as217

before. The selected interatomic distances again change appreciably only in the vicinity of the218

transition state. Closer inspection of the geometries in the reactive region (for animation of the219
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reaction see Supplementary Material) reveals that the initial part of the reaction entails an overall220

compression of the cluster on the side of the hydrated electron. Only after this compression can221

the proton transfer from the hydronium cation to the neighboring water molecule start, being222

closely followed by the transfer of the next proton from the water molecule to the center of the223

electronic cloud, where it forms a hydrogen atom.224

It is useful to quantify the changes in the shape of the spin density of the system during the225

reaction. For this purpose, we evaluate the gyration tensor of the spin density and quantities226

derived from it, namely its principal moments sx, sy, sz, the radius of gyration rg, and relative227

shape anisotropy κ2.7 These are plotted as functions of the reaction coordinate in Fig. 8. The228

spatial extent of the spin density, as measured by its radius of gyration, decreases monotonically229

during the reaction. The principal axes of the ellipsoid corresponding to the gyration tensor230

show a transition from an oblate shape in the initial state to a prolate shape during the reaction231

and finally to the spherical shape of a hydrogen atom in the final stage. The relative shape232

anisotropy, which is calculated from the principal moments, demonstrates that the asymmetry233

of the spin density reaches its maximum just after the transition state when the hydrogen234

atom is being formed. It is notable that the reactive process in a model system with only235

three water molecules already has all the properties of the reaction identified in a much larger236

cluster of 32 water molecules at a finite temperature.7 The effect of the finite temperature in237

those cluster systems does not change the qualitative picture of the reaction mechanism in the238

H3O(H2O)3 cluster. Note that this reaction has been observed and investigated, although not in239

such mechanistic detail, in small clusters theoretically3,6 and it has been invoked in interpreting240

measurements of kinetic energy distributions of H-fragments for water nanoparticles doped with241

hydrogen halides.4,6242

For additional insight into the concerted proton transfer, we have performed a two-dimensional243

relaxed PES scan in the space of the two OH bonds that are being broken. The surface is shown244

in Fig. 9 together with points corresponding to geometries from the NEB calculation. There is245

an apparent curved pathway, which is exemplified by the NEB curve, leading from the initial246

minimum to the transition state.247

In Fig. 10, we compare calculations at the MEP geometries for the H3O(H2O)3 cluster with248

different DFT settings in order to better understand the influence of the SIC and basis sets249

extensions. Energies for the DFT setup that was also used for the optimization of the NEB250

(SIC(a=0.3, b=0.2), molopt-TZV2P+ggg) are shown in blue. We have already established that251

these compare well to RI-MP2 energies (Fig. 7), therefore the reaction path thus obtained should252

be a good approximation to that optimized with RI-MP2. We further note that RI-MP2 energies253

match full MP2 energies to within less than 1 meV, which justifies the use of the RI approx-254
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imation for these calculations. Focusing first on the influence of basis set choice in our DFT255

calculations, we can see that the removal of diffuse basis functions (cyan) destabilizes reactants256

by about 0.6 eV and practically removes the barrier (0.02 eV). Comparison of the molopt-257

TZV2P+ggg basis set to an aug-TZV2P basis (not shown) indicates comparable overall quality258

of the augmentation with diffuse functions, with variations in relative energies in the 10 meV259

range. Setting the SIC parameters is also important. Using the original parameters a=0.2,260

b=0.026 (green) introduces an overall bias, overstabilizing products by roughly 0.45 eV when261

compared to SIC(a=0.3, b=0.2). Not using the SIC at all (red) reshapes the PES significantly,262

reducing the reaction exothermicity roughly to zero, and introduces an additional spurious and263

rather broad barrier. This is a severe change when compared to the roughly 0.7 eV decrease264

in energy between reactants and products with the optimized SIC(a=0.3, b=0.2). Finally, note265

the rather accidental compensation of errors between the self-interaction error and insufficient266

basis set in a calculation that uses only the molopt-TZV2P basis set and no SIC (gray).267

4 Conclusions268

We investigated by means of ab initio calculations how the radical character and reactivity of the269

H3O species changes upon hydration by 1–3 water molecules. The first solvating water molecule270

has only a minor effect on the radical character of H3O when accepting a hydrogen bond from271

it and virtually no effect when donating a hydrogen bond. As in the gas phase, in this smallest272

cluster with water H3O remains a localized radical, which is metastable with respect to the loss273

of a hydrogen atom. The situation changes dramatically upon adding a second water molecule,274

which results in transfer of most of the spin density from H3O to the solvent. Upon adding275

a third water molecule this transfer is practically completed and the cluster forms a solvent276

separated H3O
+ · · · e− pair. Microhydration thus completely alters the electronic character277

of the H3O moiety from a localized radical to an H3O
+ cation separated by water molecules278

from a hydrated electron. This change has consequences also for reactivity, which in the larger279

cluster proceeds as a proton transfer to the excess electron, forming a hydrogen atom. Both280

the electronic structure and the reaction path in the cluster with three water molecules already281

bear all the salient features of the situation in the aqueous bulk.282
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VIP [eV]

(A) H3O 5.88

(B) H3O(H2O)1 5.65

(C) H3O(H2O)1 4.56

(D) H3O(H2O)2 4.11

(E) H3O(H2O)3 4.09

Table 1: Vertical ionization potentials for the five structures depicted in Fig. 1.
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(A) H3O (B) H3O(H2O) (C) H3O(H2O) eV

(D) H3O(H2O)2 (E) H3O(H2O)3

Figure 1: Minimum energy structures of the H3O(H2O)n (n= 0 . . . 3) clusters. Depicted are

contours of the spin density at four different values (± 0.001 and ± 0.003 e · Bohr−3)
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Figure 2: Minimum energy paths for OH bond dissociation in a hydronium radical. Relaxed

scan obtained with RI-MP2 (black) with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. Energies of the RI-MP2

geometries calculated with UHF with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (green), CCSD(T) with the

aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (red) and SIC-DFT (a=0.3, b=0.2) with the molopt-TZV2P+ggg basis

(blue). CASPT2 (cyan dots) energies calculated with the double-ζ ANO-L split valence basis

set augmented with additional diffuse s and p functions on the oxygen atoms (ζ = 0.02 Bohr−1)

are shown. The CASPT2 energies are taken from ref. 2

.
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Figure 3: Minimum energy paths for different OH bond dissociations in the H3O(H2O) (B)

cluster. Inset shows the minimum structure of the cluster. The color coding of the curves

corresponds to colors of the bonds of the structure displayed.
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Figure 4: Minimum energy paths for different OH bond dissociations in the H3O(H2O) (C)

cluster. Inset shows the minimum structure of the cluster. The color coding of the curves

corresponds to colors of the bonds of the structure displayed.
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Figure 5: Minimum energy paths for different OH bond dissociations in the H3O(H2O)2 (D)

cluster. Inset shows the minimum structure of the cluster. The color coding of the curves

corresponds to colors of the bonds of the structure displayed.
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Figure 6: MEP for H3O(H2O)2 obtained with NEB and RI-MP2 and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set

(top panel). Bottom panel shows distances of OH in hydronium cation (red), OH distance in

water molecule (green), OO distance of before mentioned molecules (cyan) and OH distance in

newly formed water molecule (blue).
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Figure 7: Two MEPs for H3O(H2O)3 obtained with NEB optimized using two different electronic

structure setups. SIC-DFT (a=0.3, b=0.2) using the molopt-TZV2P+ggg basis set is shown in

blue in top panel, RI-MP2 using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set is shown in black. Energies at DFT

and RI-MP2 geometries are shown using dashed and full lines, respectively. Bottom panel shows

distances of OH in hydronium cation (red), OH distance in water molecule (green), OO distance

of before mentioned molecules (cyan) and OH distance in newly formed water molecule (blue)

from the DFT and RI-MP2 calculations using dashed and full lines, respectively.
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Figure 8: Principal moments sx, sy and sz of gyration tensor of the spin density along the MEP

obtained with NEB calculations (red, green, blue). Radius of gyration rg in black and relative

shape anisotropy κ2 in gray.
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Figure 9: Two-dimensional relaxed PES scan for H3O(H2O)3 along OH bond distance in H3O

cation and OH bond distance in water molecule hydrogen-bonded to H3O at corresponding OH

bond (colored). Black dots are at values of the OH bond lengths at the geometries of the MEP

obtained with NEB calculations.
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Figure 10: Energies of the H3O(H2O)3 cluster obtained using DFT with different basis sets and

settings of the SIC calculated along the same MEP as shown in Fig 7 (obtained with molopt-

TZV2P+ggg basis set and SIC(a=0.3, b=0.2), blue). Energies with molopt-TZV2P+ggg and

SIC(a=0.2, b=0.0) are shown in green, with molopt-TZV2P+ggg and no SIC in red, with

molopt-TZV2P and SIC(a=0.3, b=0.2) in cyan and with molopt-TZV2P and no SIC in gray.
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